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Syrian hamster dermal cell immortalization is not
enhanced by power line frequency electromagnetic field
exposure

SC Gamble 1, H Wolff 2 and JE Arrand 1

1Department of Biology and Biochemistry, Brunel University, Uxbridge Middlesex UB8 3PH, UK; 2Brunel Institute for Bioengineering, Brunel University,
Uxbridge Middlesex UB8 3PH, UK

Summary Several epidemiological studies have suggested associations between exposure to residential power line frequency
electromagnetic fields and childhood leukaemia, and between occupational exposure and adult leukaemia. A variety of in vitro studies have
provided limited supporting evidence for the role of such exposures in cancer induction in the form of acknowledged cellular end points, such
as enhanced mutation rate and cell proliferation, though the former is seen only with extremely high flux density exposure or with co-exposure
to ionizing radiation. However, in vitro experiments on a scale large enough to detect rare cancer-initiating events, such as primary cell
immortalization following residential level exposures, have not thus far been reported. In this study, large cultures of primary Syrian hamster
dermal cells were continuously exposed to power line frequency electromagnetic fields of 10 100 and 1000 µT for 60 h, with and without prior
exposure to a threshold (1.5 Gy), or sub-threshold (0.5 Gy), immortalizing dose of ionizing radiation. Electromagnetic field exposure alone did
not immortalize these cells at a detectable frequency (≥ 1 × 10–7); furthermore, such exposure did not enhance the frequency of ionizing
radiation-induced immortalization. © 1999 Cancer Research Campaign

Keywords: electromagnetic fields; immortalization; mammalian cells
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After evaluation of the combined data from many years
research, a US government panel concluded in 1998 
extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields (EMFs), suc
those associated with power lines and domestic electrical a
ances, are possibly carcinogenic to humans (NIEHS Wor
Group Report, 1998), thus heightening public concern over
safety of the supply and use of electric power. Much of the 
evaluated included epidemiological studies showing a w
association between EMF exposure and childhood and s
workforce cancers.

The first report of an apparent association of domestic expo
to EMFs and childhood cancers (Wertheimer and Leeper, 1
indicated a two- to threefold increased risk of childho
leukaemias and lymphomas in homes in the vicinity of elect
wiring and transformers (the so called ‘wiring configuratio
classification). This association was subsequently upheld 
study by Savitz et al (1988) who supplemented wiring config
tion estimates of exposure with actual measurements in 
homes. However, both of these studies were small and re
could conceivably be attributed to indirect effects or confound
Results from a more representative study by Feychting 
Ahlbom (1993), on a very large population of people who 
lived close to power lines in Sweden, again supported the ass
tion of residential EMF exposure with childhood leukaemia. 
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influence of possible confounders could be identified in this st
However, the number of cancer cases was low and scept
continued. A more recent large study by Linet et al (19
produced a somewhat disputed negative result for associati
childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia with residential ex
sure to magnetic fields (Gochfeld, 1997; Levallois and Gau
1997; Neutra, 1997; Stevens, 1997; Wartenberg, 1997). In ta
into account these and other studies, the NIEHS working g
concluded that there is limited evidence that residential expo
to extremely low frequency magnetic fields is carcinogenic
children (NIEHS Working Group Report, 1998).

The NIEHS working group also concluded that there w
limited evidence for association of occupational exposure to E
and adult chronic lymphocytic leukaemia. This conclusion 
based on several studies, including those of Floderus et al (1
and Feychting et al (1997), where an increase in relative 
with increasing exposure was found. There was deemed t
inadequate evidence for association of other adult cancers
EMF exposure.

However, thus far, in vivo and in vitro experiments, includ
those with cell transformation or immortalization end poin
have neither confirmed nor refuted the epidemiological stud
Furthermore, an underlying mechanism for interaction of EM
with biological systems remains obscure, though free rad
involvement and radon daughter attraction have both b
suggested (Brocklehurst and McLauchlan, 1996; Henshaw e
1996). Confirmation of epidemiological results with animal a
cell culture studies is crucial, but results of some such stu
have proved controversial with replication studies someti
contradicting initial results (Goodman and Shirley-Henders
377
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MuMetal lid
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Rubber seal

AC
Field

DC
Field Tissue culture incubator

supplying identical
conditions of air,

carbon dioxide and humidity
to each chamber

Figure 1 A plan of one chamber of the exposure system showing the
positioning of the sample flasks within the central third of the solenoid and
orientations of the AC and DC fields with respect to the samples. The second
chamber is identical, with an equivalent atmosphere of conditioned air,
carbon dioxide and humidity being supplied by the common tissue culture
incubator. Temperature is controlled by thermostats in the base of each
chamber and is monitored throughout each experiment. Each chamber is
surrounded by mu-metal and has a tight-fitting mu-metal lid ensuring that a
field generated in one chamber does not affect the other chamber and that
stray environmental fields, including earth’s DC field, are excluded. DC fields
equivalent to the Earth’s field are generated by the same solenoids used to
produce AC fields
1991; Lacy-Hulbert et al, 1995; Saffer and Thurston, 19
Experimental problems have often been exacerbated by 
choice of target cells for some biological endpoints, poor cul
conditions and controls, and experimenter bias.

Human cells are refractory to in vitro immortalization or tra
formation, two key, early steps in cancer progression (New
et al, 1982). Syrian hamster dermal (SHD) cells, however, h
proved valuable as a model, low background cell immortaliza
system to assess the carcinogenicity of various agents, inclu
soluble nickel which, like EMFs, does not directly damage D
(Trott et al, 1995). This system can detect events at frequenc
less than 1 in 106 over a background immortalization frequency
less than 1 in 109. Experiments to detect low frequency eve
require exposure of large numbers of cells in a correspond
large and uniform exposure volume. We therefore exposed 
cells to EMFs using a large, in-house designed dual-chamber,
shielded exposure source which allows very accurate EMF e
sure under random, blinded conditions and in which effect
possible confounders (e.g. temperature and field fluctuations
be ruled out.

Here we report on cell immortalization by EMFs, at lev
commonly encountered in the home, in the presence or absen
a known carcinogen, γ-radiation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The exposure system

The exposure system was designed and constructed in-hous
encompasses many features to ensure that EMF-exposed ce
mock-exposed cells remain healthy in the exposure chamber
British Journal of Cancer (1999) 81(3), 377–380
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differ only in respect of the applied field. Full details of t
exposure system are to be published elsewhere (Wolff et al, 1
However, the main design features for one of the two chambe
shown in Figure 1 and are described below.

The exposure system consists of two identical, insulated c
bers in which mu-metal shielding surrounds very large solen
wound onto perspex tubes. The central region of each sole
delivers a very uniform field and provides ample space to h
ten 75-cm2 tissue culture flasks in a levelled carrier, through wh
both AC and DC (mock earth) fields pass perpendicular to
culture surfaces. Each chamber acts as an independent incu
with identical conditions of conditioned air, carbon dioxide a
humidity being pumped from a common tissue culture incub
Temperature and field strength in each chamber is monit
throughout each experiment. Temperature variation betwee
chambers, and between any two time points within one chamb
consistently less than 0.1°, even when the field-inducing current
running. The correspondence of the predicted magnetic 
densities with those actually generated within each chambe
measured with an accurate fluxgate magnetometer) is within 
at 1000µT. Furthermore, the field produced in the active cham
during the course of an experiment has been shown to vary b
than 0.1% and is uniform in the central third of the length of
solenoid, which houses the sample carrier. Other common 
ables, such as stray fields and vibration, which could conceiv
confound interpretation of biological end points, have been qu
fied and found to be negligible. The choice of coil to be energ
is computer-regulated and decoding is carried out by an inde
dent key card holder only after all experimental data have 
analysed, thus ensuring effective blinding and excluding the p
bility of experimenter bias.

As a consequence of the effective mu-metal shielding of
chambers of the exposure system, the earth’s DC field is excl
In order to rule out any effect of the absence of the earth’s field
routinely superimpose a DC field of 44µT in both chambers
(mock and exposed) throughout the experiment. In one s
experiments, however, this simulated earth’s field was omitte
check the effect, if any, of its absence.

Experimental design

The SHD cell system has previously been used successfu
measure events at frequencies of 1 × 10–5 (Trott et al, 1995). Here
we have adapted the published procedure to incorporate te
more cells and thus increase the sensitivity of the assay to p
visualization of events which could occur at the extremely 
frequencies suggested by human epidemiological studies. As
is effectively no dose–response or time course data for E
effects in the literature, we chose to expose cells to three
densities of magnitudes which might be encountered in a res
tial environment and for a continuous exposure time of 6
following a 12 h equilibration period; 72 h is the maximum ti
for which SHD cells remain healthy and viable without subcul
or feeding.

Primary SHD fibroblasts were prepared as described previo
(Newbold et al, 1982) in batches of sufficient cell numbers
perform a series of carefully matched EMF exposures and s
exposures (approximately 2 × 107 cells are obtained from on
newborn animal). These were cryopreserved, then thawe
required to be used at passage 3 for EMF and/or ionizing radi
exposure.
© 1999 Cancer Research Campaign
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Figure 2 Immortalization of Syrian hamster dermal cells by EMF and
ionizing radiation. The vertical bars show the numbers of independent
cultures which completely senesced (pale shading) or in which immortal
clones arose (dark shading). The exposure conditions for duplicate
experiments are detailed in Table 1. The right vertical axis shows the
immortalization frequencies which can be inferred from these experiments

Table 1 Experimental exposure conditions

Mock exposure EMF γ-ray γ-ray/EMF
(controls) exposure exposure exposure

symbola a a b1 c1 c2 d1 b2 c3 d2 c4 c5 eb c6 c7

EMF (µT) 0 10 100 1000 0 0 0 100 100
60Co γ-ray (Gy) 0 0 0 0 0.5 1.5 2.5 0.5 1.5

aExperiments labelled a, b1–2, c1–7, d1–2 were concurrent; bpositive control.
Exposure of SHD cells to EMF and/or 60Co γ-rays

For exposure, ~107 passage 3 SHD cells, in Dulbecco’s modif
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) + 15% fetal calf serum (FCS)
5 75 cm2 vented-lid tissue culture flasks (2 × 106 per flask), were
acclimatized for 12 h in each of the source chambers b
random computer selection and exposure for 60 h of one cha
to 10, 100 or 1000µT AC fields with 44µT DC field (to mimic
earth’s field) applied to each chamber. All variables were con
ously monitored and experiments were computer-blinde
described above. After exposure or mock exposure, each flas
assayed for immortalization. Cells were split into multiple aliq
of 1 × 106 cells which were independently subcultured at a 
ratio of 1:5 until they started to senesce and then at a ratio 
(approximately seven passages; 20 population doublings i
until senescence was complete or immortal lines had appe
Immortalization was confirmed by subculture for up to 30 pop
tion doublings before cryopreservation.

In parallel, cell survival was measured following both expo
and mock exposure. To this end, exposed or sham-expose
were plated on lethally-irradiated SHD feeder layers at densit
500 to 10 000 cells per 50-mm dish for each dose. Plates
incubated for 7 days and then stained for scoring of colonies.

For experiments to determine the additive effects (if any
EMFs on γ-ray immortalization of SHD cells, cells were expos
or mock exposed, to either a sub-threshold immortalizing do
0.5 Gy or a measurably immortalizing dose of 1.5 Gy 60Co γ-rays
at a dose rate of 1.09 Gy min–1. The EMF exposures o
mock-exposures described above were then superimposed 
γ-irradiated cells. As a positive control for immortalization of 
SHD cells, each cell isolate was exposed to 2.5 Gy γ-rays alone
and passaged until senescence was complete and rare im
clones had appeared.

All exposures were duplicated on two independent isolate
SHD cells. The exact exposure conditions used in each exper
are shown in Table 1. The lower case letters each indicate 
experiment, incorporating concomitant exposure and m
exposure, and correspond to those on the bars in Figure 2.
© 1999 Cancer Research Campaign
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RESULTS

The results from both independent cell isolates are summariz
Figure 2, with light shaded bars representing independent cu
in which no immortal clones were visible after complete cellu
senescence; dark shaded bars (only seen in cells irradiated
above threshold 60Co γ-rays) represent cultures where ra
immortal clones arose. Each bar represents an individual expo
with bar height indicating the number of independent cultu
obtained at the first passage of that culture after exposure or 
exposure.

It can be seen that no immortal clones arose from a tot
~ 1.8 × 108 cells obtained at the first passage following mock ex
sure (bars a, b1, c1, c2 and d1). This confirms the very low
frequency of spontaneous immortalization expected in these c

Continuous 60 h exposure to EMF doses of 10, 100 or 100µT
does not result in immortalization of SHD cells within our det
tion limits (bars b2, c3 and d2). Furthermore, while these cells sho
a clear dose–response to ionizing radiation alone (1.5–2.5
experiments c5 and e) over a threshold of ~0.5 Gy (c4), subsequen
exposure to 100µT EMF neither lowers this threshold nor amp
fies the γ-ray response (c6 and c7). Earth’s field (or lack of it) has
no effect (data not shown). Cell survival measurement showed
the EMF exposures used here did not result in any detectabl
killing (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

A previous study by Balcer-Kubiczek et al (1996) reported tha
frequency of induction of neoplastic transformation by EMFs
other rodent cell types was below their detection limit of 1 × 10–3.
The use of a much larger exposure chamber and correspond
larger cell numbers in the experiments reported here, enabled
substantially extend detection limits. However, even with 
enhanced sensitivity, our data suggest that exposure to EM
levels which might be encountered in the home, do not constit
measurable risk of cancer initiation in normal, healthy mamma
cells. Furthermore, such exposure does not enhance the init
potential of γ-radiation exposure.

The photon energy of a 50 Hz field is much too low to ion
and thus damage, DNA directly. Hence, a role for low-dose E
in the tumour initiation step of cell immortalization might 
deemed unlikely. However, there have been reports of ro
biological changes which could point to a role for EMFs in mu
stage carcinogenesis. These include induction of mutation in
HPRTgene of mammalian cells with extremely high flux dens
(400 mT) EMF exposure (Miyakoshi et al, 1997). This is 4
times higher than the exposures used in the experiments rep
in this paper and an order of magnitude higher than the expo
which man could conceivably expect to experience. Howeve
British Journal of Cancer (1999) 81(3), 377–380
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380 SC Gamble et al
very recent study (Walleczek et al, 1999) concluded that a 
realistic dose of 700µT enhanced 2 Gy γ-ray induced mutation
frequency at the same locus by 1.8-fold and that this effect
dose-dependent, being reduced at lower flux densities. EMF 
at flux densities below 1000µT did not cause mutations. This c
mutagenic effect of EMFs and γ-rays was not reflected in cellula
immortalization in the experiments reported here, despite the 
larity of the doses used. However, due to X-inactivation, muta
of just one allele of the X-linked HPRTgene results in expressio
of the mutant phenotype which is thus readily detectable. I
genes controlling the switch from cellular senescence to 
immortalization are autosomal, the very rare occurrence of m
tion of both alleles, or mutation of one and loss of the other, wi
necessary before cellular effects are seen.

At the cellular level, while studies showing induction 
specific, key oncogenes, such as MYC, by low EMF exposure hav
not been replicable (Goodman and Shirley-Henderson, 1
Lacy-Hulbert et al, 1995; Saffer and Thurston, 1995), early ge
instability end points, such as micronucleus formation and a
tosis, have been reported in transformed (but not non-transfor
human cells following exposure to doses between 100 
1000µT which again suggests a role for EMFs in oncogenesis
most likely at the level of tumour promotion (Simkó et al, 199
EMF-enhanced cell proliferation, also a tumour promotion eff
has been reported by numerous laboratories (reviewed in L
Hulbert et al, 1998). In addition, a tumour co-promotional effec
2.45 GHz microwaves with TPA has been reported by Ba
Kubiczek and Harrison (1991) during the neoplastic transfor
tion of C3H/10T1/2 cells.

It has been suggested that EMF exposure does not cause
damage per se but adversely affects repair of pre-existing le
by modification of repair enzyme activity (Walleczek et al, 199
If cells were already compromised by repair gene defects
instance, such effects might be exaggerated. Further to this, 
been observed that lymphocytes from aged or diseased dono
more responsive to EMF exposure (Cossarizza et al, 1989). E
are also enhanced in sub-optimally cultured cells. Therefore, w
the results presented here strongly suggest that the risk of c
initiation from exposure to EMFs in cells from normal, healt
young, inbred animals is extremely low (≥ 1 × 10–7), a higher risk
to genetically- or health-compromised individuals in the hum
population cannot be ruled out.
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